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Abstract

Background: Human hearing develops progressively during the last trimester of gestation. Near-term fetuses can
discriminate acoustic features, such as frequencies and spectra, and process complex auditory streams. Fetal and neonatal
studies show that they can remember frequently recurring sounds. However, existing data can only show retention intervals
up to several days after birth.

Methodology/Principal Findings: Here we show that auditory memories can last at least six weeks. Experimental fetuses
were given precisely controlled exposure to a descending piano melody twice daily during the 35th, 36th, and 37th weeks of
gestation. Six weeks later we assessed the cardiac responses of 25 exposed infants and 25 naive control infants, while in
quiet sleep, to the descending melody and to an ascending control piano melody. The melodies had precisely inverse
contours, but similar spectra, identical duration, tempo and rhythm, thus, almost identical amplitude envelopes. All infants
displayed a significant heart rate change. In exposed infants, the descending melody evoked a cardiac deceleration that was
twice larger than the decelerations elicited by the ascending melody and by both melodies in control infants.

Conclusions/Significance: Thus, 3-weeks of prenatal exposure to a specific melodic contour affects infants ‘auditory
processing’ or perception, i.e., impacts the autonomic nervous system at least six weeks later, when infants are 1-month old.
Our results extend the retention interval over which a prenatally acquired memory of a specific sound stream can be
observed from 3–4 days to six weeks. The long-term memory for the descending melody is interpreted in terms of enduring
neurophysiological tuning and its significance for the developmental psychobiology of attention and perception, including
early speech perception, is discussed.
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Introduction

Human hearing develops progressively during the last trimester

of gestation. By 35weeks Gestational Age (GA), cochlear

biomechanics and frequency selectivity are mature and absolute

auditory thresholds are about 10 dB Hearing Level in the

premature infant [e.g., 1–4]. Near-term characteristics of fetal

cardiac responses to airborne sounds demonstrate that fetuses can

discriminate intensity, frequency and spectra [5–11] and can also

process some fast and slow amplitude temporal variations in

auditory streams [12,13,14]; see [13,15] for extended reviews.

Fetal MEG studies, using the Mismatch Negativity paradigm with

tone bursts, confirmed that detection of frequency changes occurs

in utero [e.g., 16–19] and shows that it happens very early in

development, at 28 weeks GA [17,19], therefore only 2–3 weeks

after the onset of cochlear function [1]. Auditorially evoked

cortical activation has been confirmed with fMRI in the near-term

fetus [20–21], and as early as 33 weeks GA [22]. Learning studies

(see below) indicate that fetuses can also perceive temporal

variations in the spectra and in amplitude of complex auditory

streams such as speech sequences.

For airborne sounds recorded within the amniotic fluid in the

gestating ewe [e.g., 23–24] and in women during delivery [25–28],

power-spectrum analyses show that most components over 60 dB

SPL (Sound Pressure level, re: 20 mPa) in the mother’s near field

environment are transmitted with little distortion into the uterus

and, in general, are not masked by internal sounds. Frequencies

#0.4 kHz are not attenuated; attenuation increases with frequen-

cy at a rate of about 6 dB/octave but never exceeds 30 dB above

4 kHz. The transfer functions of complex sounds are themselves

more complex and their overall attenuation is lower than that of

tones and band noises, e.g., voice attenuation depends on external
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SPL [29], music is attenuated #10 dB SPL in the gestating ewe

[30]. In contrast, the maternal voice itself suffers no or little

attenuation in the womb [25–28].

Near term fetuses and newborns can remember simple and

complex sounds that frequently occurred earlier in prenatal life.

Here, we will refer to fetal auditory memory when fetuses or

infants respond to a sound they had previously and frequently

experienced before birth differently than do non-exposed fetuses

or infants. It has been examined in three developing psycho-

biological domains [31], state or fetal motility, cardiac autonomic

responses and associative learning. The state modifications

investigated in the fetus were change from a non-active to an

active state, habituation rate of gross body movements, changes in

behavioral state and state transitions. In the neonate, state changes

include the passage into a quiet-alert state, orientation and

attention to the stimulus. The cardiac response examined was

cardiac deceleration. The associative learning that was studied

includes classical conditioning of movements in the fetus, and

operant learning in the newborn. These responses differ in their

degree of reflexivity, sensory-motor integration, precision of the

motor behavior engaged and auditory processing required to

resolve the stimulus (stimulus complexity). Memories have been

found up to three-four days after birth and prenatal memory

effects beyond this period is unknown. Our study assessed memory

for a melodic sequence that fetuses repeatedly experienced in utero

after a 6-week retention interval, when they were 1-month old

infants. A review of the data supporting the phenomena of

prenatal auditory memory in three psycho-biological domains

follows.

Prenatal studies
Habituation of fetal gross body movements and heart rate

responses to loud airborne noises and tones [e.g., 32–34], or vibro-

acoustic stimuli placed against the mother’s abdomen [e.g., 35–41]

have been extensively studied mostly for clinical reasons since the

early eighties. Prenatal memory has been mostly investigated by

comparing habituation and re-habituation rates of gross move-

ments. Vibro-acoustic studies show a savings in the number of

trials to re-habituation after a 10 min delay in fetuses $30 weeks

GA, independently of GA, after a 24 hours delay [e.g., 42–43], a

4-week interval with first habituation at 34 weeks GA [43], or 1–2

days after birth when habituation occurred in the days before birth

[44]. It should be noted here that vibro-acoustic stimuli provide

tactile and auditory stimulations to the mother and auditory,

tactile, proprioceptive and vestibular stimulations to the fetus.

Most stimulators have a wide frequency band with fundamental

frequencies and first overtones ranging from 75 to 300 Hz. They

have a medium-high SPL in air (70–80 dB) but they are highly

amplified inside the amniotic fluid, e.g., $110 dB intra-uterine

level in the gestating ewe [45–46]. Abrams et al. found that the

ranges of the fetal lamb head accelerations were proportional to

the vibrators’ SPL inside the amniotic fluid [46]. Therefore, they

do not give any clear information about prenatal auditory learning

per se. Perhaps, a real-world expression of long term habituation

to loud noises is provided in the studies done near Osaka’s

International Airport: Infants of mothers who lived there before

the third trimester of pregnancy did not wake up and had little or

no EEG reaction during sleep to a recorded aircraft noise at 80 dB

SPL but were awakened by an 80 dB SPL music sequence that

had similar spectra [47]. Two experiments indicating classically

conditioned movements, with startling noise or a vibro-acoustic

stimulus as the unconditioned stimulus and milder vibro-acoustic

or tone stimuli as the conditioned stimulus, were reported during

the last 2-months of gestation [34,48]. They suggest that prenatal

memory can last several weeks. For example, successful condi-

tioning was reported in 32–39 weeks GA fetuses and successes

were independent of GA [34]. Interestingly, such association was

shown in a fetal chimpanzee and the conditioned response was

observed two months after birth [49].

Fewer studies have examined the effect of repeated exposure to

complex auditory streams within the fetal period. Musical stimuli

are reported to elicit an increase in movements [34] or in mean

Heart Rate (HR) and HR variability in familiarized fetuses

compared to control fetuses [50]. Two studies investigated

prenatal auditory memories when mothers recited a specific

speech passage aloud each day, one between the 35th–38th weeks

GA [51] and another from 28–34 weeks GA [52]. When tested

with a tape recording of their target stories and a control story, the

target stories elicited a brief cardiac deceleration and the control

story did not. The stories were emitted at a low SPL that does not

usually evoke a HR change. In both cases, differential responding

elicited by the target passage was independent of the speakers’

voice used during the test. Other studies showed that the heart rate

of fetuses exposed to a long recording of their mother’s voice or a

female stranger’s voice saying the same speech passage are

different [e.g., 53–54].

Postnatal studies
Most prenatal auditory learning studies in the newborn used

various versions of the maternal voice, speech, language and

musical stimuli as reinforcers in operant learning tasks. Operant

choice procedures with newborns can tell us whether and which

characteristics of a sound can affect its power to reinforce behavior

(for the cognitive implications of newborn operant learning, see

[55]). They are most informative because they directly oppose the

reinforcing power of prenatal sounds against that of control

sounds. Two different procedures have been used that allow the

newborn to express a choice between two sound stimulations, the

differential reinforcement procedure and the stimulus discrimina-

tion procedure. In the differential reinforcement procedure, a

short-latency sucking response will cause a sound (A) to occur and

a long-latency sucking response will cause another sound (B) to

occur. The infant can make either response at any time, but after

learning the infant will choose to make the response that causes the

more reinforcing sound to occur more often. In the stimulus

discrimination procedure, two arbitrary brief sounds (e.g., tones,

vowels), S1 and S2, occur in a random sequence, e.g., S1, S2, S2,

S1. S1, S1, S2…. If the infant makes a sucking response when S1 is

present, the response causes S1 to go off and a sound (A) to occur.

If the infant makes the response when S2 is present the response

causes S2 to go off and another sound (B) to occur. S1 and S2

occur randomly and independently of the infant’s behavior and

the infant can choose to suck at any time. After learning, the infant

chooses to suck more often during the brief sound that signals the

sucking response will cause the more reinforcing sound to occur

more often. With the differential reinforcement procedure the

infant learns which of two precise motor responses will cause

sound A or B to occur. With the stimulus discrimination procedure

the infant learns when to make a response that will cause sound A

or B to occur. The difference in reinforcing power is expressed by

the newborn’s preference to trigger one reinforcer over the other.

Eleven operant choice studies have been conducted with

newborns less than 72 hours after birth. In summary they found

that newborns chose or prefer: their mother’s voice vs. stranger’s

female voice [56], a low pass filtered version of the mother’s voice,

vs. the airborne version [57–59], a specific speech passage [60]

and melody [61] their mother frequently recited or sang only while

pregnant over novel speech passage/melody. They also prefer

Melodic Contour Experienced by Human Fetuses
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their mother’s language over a different language they never heard

before [62–64] and sentences from both languages of bilingual

women were found to be more reinforcing for their infants than a

non-maternal language [64]. Thus, operant learning procedures

show that previous exposure to specific maternal vocalizations

influenced their capacity to differentially reinforce learning of

specific fine motor responses. Significantly, as in the fetus,

newborns’ memory of the maternal voice is independent of what

she is saying, and their memory of the maternal language, a speech

passage frequently repeated or a melody often sang, is independent

of the voice of the speaker. The effect of emotional speech patterns

of the maternal language was investigated with a non operant

procedure. Newborns have more eye openings during happy

speech in the maternal language than during regular speech, but

not with a foreign language [65]; this suggests memory of prosodic

features of the maternal language. Some authors have argued that

early postnatal experience rather than prenatal experience could

explain some of these results. However, where the prenatal sounds

were experimentally manipulated, there is little concern that

postnatal experience might have affected the newborn’s behavior.

Other works showed that a musical stimulus experienced before

birth can alter behavioral states [50] or trigger specific attentional

response in newborns. In a naturalistic study, Hepper [66] showed

that newborns went quickly into a quiet-alert attentive state upon

hearing the jingle from a TV soap opera that their mothers’

watched daily throughout their pregnancy, but not upon hearing

the backward version of the jingle or control music.

This review indicates that prenatal memory is present very

early, from about 30 weeks GA, and that near-term fetuses register

some of the spectral and temporal features of recurrent complex

stimuli, e.g., prosody, melodic contour of speech, language and

music. These memories can affect very different psychobiological

domains, from gross body movements, to orienting responses, to

operant discrimination learning in newborns, and that their

impact is carried into the newborn period. However, prenatal

memory effects beyond this period have not been observed.

Hepper [34] attempted to replicate the state-altering effects of the

TV jingle (cited above) when the infants were 21 days old and had

insured that the mothers did not watch the TV program after

delivery. The attempt was unsuccessful. He noted that either long-

term prenatal memory does not exist or that the prenatal

experience was insufficiently controlled and/or that the dependent

variable was insensitive to the effects of the prior experience.

In this study, we assessed prenatal auditory memory for a

descending contour melody after a 6-week retention interval.

Fetuses were exposed to the melody twice daily between their 35th

and 38th week of gestation under precisely controlled conditions.

When 1-month old (44 weeks GA), they and a control group were

stimulated one time, in quiet sleep, with the descending melody or

with an ascending control melody. Both melodies were composed

specifically by Claire Gérard (Université de Poitiers, France) so as

to differ mainly in the direction of their contour; they had very

similar spectra, almost identical amplitude envelopes but precisely

inverse melodic contours. The two melodies had been previously

shown to reliably elicit similar HR decelerations in 37–38 weeks

GA fetuses during quiet sleep [13]. We selected melodic contour as

the dimension of interest because it is an important characteristic

of speech and probably the most salient feature of music for infants

[e.g., 67]. We selected a descending contour for the Experimental

melody because it is less attractive to infants than an ascending

contour, a major feature of ‘‘motherese’’ [e.g., 68]. We assessed

the effect of prenatal exposure to the descending melody by

examining the direction and magnitude of the cardiac response

elicited by the two melodies in both exposed and naive infants.

Our results extended the retention interval over which a prenatally

acquired memory of a specific sound stream can be observed from

3–4 days to six weeks.

Results

Number and direction of the cardiac responses
All 50 infants tested showed a stimulus elicited HR change. The

stimuli evoked small startle movements accompanied by HR

acceleration in 18 of them: 10 infants (40%) in the Control Group

and 8 infants (32%) in the Experimental Group. The number of

accelerations did not differ between groups, x2 (1) = 0.35, p = 0.56.

Because our interest was in the cardiac orienting or cardiac

attention response, not in startles, i.e., somato-cardiac coupling

effects, HR accelerations were not analyzed any further. All other

infants (n = 32) showed a cardiac deceleration to the melodies. In

the Control Group, 60% of the infants (nine boys and six girls)

showed a cardiac deceleration; six had the Control Melody and

nine the Experimental Melody. In the Experimental Group, 68%

of the infants (9 boys and 8 girls) showed a cardiac deceleration;

nine had the Control Melody and eight the Experimental Melody.

There was no significant difference in the number of cardiac

decelerations between groups as a function of the melodies, x2

(1) = 0.54, p = 0.46. Deceleration responses were examined in

detail.

Heart Rate analysis of the subjects with a cardiac
deceleration

HR during the 15 s Prestimulus Period and the 15 s Stimulation

Period were analyzed separately with a mixed ANOVA, having

Group (Experimental vs. Control) and Melody (Experimental vs.

Control) as between factors and Time (1–150) as the within factor.

Prestimulus Period. The mixed ANOVA was conducted on

HR in bpm. The main effects of Group, F (1, 28) = 1.57, p = .22;

Melody, F (1, 28) = 2.08, p = .16 and the Group x Melody

interaction, F (1, 28) = 0.24, p = .63, were not significant. The

main effect of Time was significant, F (149, 4172) = 1.26, p = .018,

but all interactions involving Time were not: In fact, all F-values

were ,1.0 and had p-values between .59 and .91. This analysis

indicates that HR did not differ between the 4 SubGroups during

the 15 s Prestimulus Period, but small unsystematic moment to

moment variations occurred in all groups (see Table 1 and

Figure 1).

Stimulation Period. For each subject, the 150 (10/s) digital

HR values during the 15 s Stimulation Period were converted to z-

scores based on the subject’s mean and standard deviation during

Table 1. Mean Heart Rate (HR) 6 SD in beats/min and Mean
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) (i.e., Mean Standard Deviation) 6

SD during the 15 s Prestimulus Period for each of the 4
SubGroups.

Group Melody HR ± SD HRV ± SD

Cont. Gr. Exp. M. 146.5368.19 1.3060.40

Cont. M. 140.5169.6 1.2660.64

Exp. Gr. Exp. M. 141.11610.90 1.3560.39

Cont. M. 138.1465.93 1.4060.48

Cont.Gr. (Control Group); Exp.Gr. (Experimental Group);
Exp.M. (Experimental Melody: Descending);
Cont.M. (Control Melody: Ascending).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017304.t001
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the 15 s Prestimulus Period. The normalization controls for

individual differences in baseline mean and variability that can

affect the amplitude of the stimulus-elicited HR changes [8,69].

The mixed ANOVA on the z-scores showed no statistically

significant effects of Group, F (1, 28) = .30, p = .59, Melody, F (1,

28) = 1.35, p = .26, or Group x Melody interaction, F (1,

28) = 1.22, p = .28. All effects involving the Time factor were

statistically significant: Time, F (149, 4172) = 13.02, p,.00001,

g2
p = .32; Time x Group, F (149, 4172) = 1.38, p,.0017,

g2
p = .05 and Time x Melody, F (149, 4172) = 1.79, p,.00001,

g2
p = .06. Time alone explained a high percentage of variance

(32%) because the stimulation always elicited a cardiac

deceleration. HRs reached their lowest values between 9 and 10

seconds after stimulus onset (Figure 1). Interpreting the Time x

Group and the Time x Melody interactions is impossible because

some members of both the Experimental and Control Groups

were stimulated with the Control Melody and the Experimental

Melody. However, and most importantly, the Time x Group x

Melody interaction was also statistically significant, F (149,

4172) = 1.56, p,.00003, g2p = .053. Figure 1 indicates this

interaction occurred because HR decelerations elicited from the

Experimental infants by the Experimental Melody reached an

average maximum of z = 29.28, which is 3–5 SD lower than the

lowest average maximum HR level reached by the Experimental

infants tested with the Control Melody (z = 24.00), the Control

infants tested with the Experimental Melody (z = 25.57) and the

Control infants tested with the Control Melody (z = 24.71).

This interpretation is supported by three separate mixed

ANOVAs with SubGroup (Experimental Group tested with the

Experimental Melody vs. another SubGroup) and Time (1 – 150) as

factors. In each case the main effect of SubGroup was not

significant, the F-values for df (1, 15) and df (1, 12) ranged between

0.81–1.94 and their p-values ranged between .18–.39. In each case

the Time factor was statistically significant, because the stimuli

always elicited a cardiac deceleration. Most importantly, all

SubGroup x Time interactions were also statistically significant.

When the Experimental SubGroup tested with the Experimental

Melody was contrasted with the Experimental SubGroup tested

with the Control Melody the F- statistics were: Time, F (149,

2235) = 8.76, p.,.00001, g2
p = .37, and SubGroup x Time

interaction, F (149, 2235) = 2.48, p.,.00001, g2
p = .14. For the

contrast with the Control SubGroup tested with the Experimental

Melody, the F- statistics were: Time, F (149, 2235) = 8.37,

p.,.00001, g2
p = .36 and SubGroup x Time interaction, F (149,

2235) = 1.92, p.,.00001, g2
p = .11. For the contrast with the

Control SubGroup tested with the Control Melody the F- statistics

were: Time, F (149, 1788) = 6.22, p.,.0001, g2
p = .34 and

SubGroup x Time interaction, F (149, 1788) = 1.73, p.,.0001,

g2
p = .13. When these three SubGroups were assessed together in a

mixed ANOVA, only the main effect of Time was statistically

significant, F (149, 3129) = 9.40, p.,.0001, g2
p = .31. The F values

for the effect of SubGroup, F (2, 21) = .24, and the SubGroup x

Time interaction, F (298, 3129) = .44 had P values $.79. The results

of the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test were consistent with

those of the parametric analyses. The maximum HR deceleration

value reached by Experimental infants tested with the Experimental

Melody was significantly lower than those of the infants in the three

other SubGroups pooled together, U = 52, p = .028, 1-tail test.

In sum, statistical analyses indicated that there were no

differences between the HRs of the four SubGroups during the

Prestimulus Period and that onset of the melodies elicited a

significant cardiac deceleration in all SubGroups. The decelera-

tion evoked by the Experimental Melody in Experimental infants

was 3–5 SD more profound than the decelerations elicited by the

Control Melody in the Experimental infants and by both melodies

in the Control infants, which did not differ. We concluded that

exposing fetuses to a Descending Melody twice each day during

the 35th, 36th and 37th weeks of gestation affected their cardiac

reactions to that melody after a six-week retention interval, when

they were one-month old infants.

Discussion

The introductory review showed that memory for sounds

repeatedly experienced before birth has been observed up to three-

Figure 1. Mean Heart Rate ± sem, in Z scores, for the 300 Heart Rate values (10/s) during the last 15 s of the Prestimulus Period and
the following 15 s Stimulation Period.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017304.g001
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four days after birth. Our results demonstrated that the retention

interval of a memory established between the 35th and 38th week

GA can last at least six weeks. Fetuses were given precisely

controlled exposure to a descending piano melody twice daily

during the 35th, 36th, and 37th weeks of gestation. Six weeks later

we assessed the cardiac responses of 25 exposed infants and 25

naive control infants, while in quiet sleep, to the descending

melody and to an ascending control piano melody. The melodies

had precisely inverse contours, but similar spectra, identical

duration, tempo and rhythm, thus, almost identical amplitude

envelopes. When tested at 1-month of age, 60% of the Control

infants and 68% of the Experimental infants displayed a short

latency HR deceleration with the two melodies. It peaked below

pre-stimulus levels 9–10 s after melody onset and then returned

towards baseline, a pattern typical of an orienting response [e.g.,

70]. Interestingly, the two melodies elicited the same cardiac

response pattern in 38 weeks old naı̈ve fetuses [13]. In the fetus,

the mean HR decelerations had a lower magnitude and duration

(they peaked at 2–3 SD below prestimulus level 6–7 s after onset,

and returned to baseline level within 5 s) than in the infants.

Significantly, the HR of the Experimental Group tested with the

Experimental Descending Melody decelerated to a level that was

twice as low as the HR decelerations of the Experimental Group

tested with the Control Ascending Melody and the Control

Groups tested with either melody. The present research

contributes to the understanding of early auditory development

and learning by demonstrating that a mean of 947 presentations of

a specific melodic contour, that ended two weeks before birth, is

sufficient to impact the autonomic nervous system six weeks later

when the infants were one-month old and in quiet sleep. More

precisely, the Experimental fetuses showing a HR deceleration to

the Experimental Descending Melody had a mean of 39.47,

SD = 1.97 (range = 36 – 42) familiarization sessions. Thus, the

mean number of presentations of the Experimental Melody was

947 (range = 864 – 1008), among them 631 presentations at 80 dB

SPL. The mean retention interval between the end of the exposure

period and postnatal testing was 43.47 days, SD = 1.37

(range = 41–46 days).

This result and the research cited in the introduction indicate

that recurring auditory experience during human prenatal

development of the auditory system can impact multiple

psychobiological systems. It produces quantitative, not qualitative,

differences in the behavior, e.g., magnitude of reinforcer

effectiveness in newborns or the magnitude of HR decelerations

seen here. These quantitative differences in behavior suggest that a

major or common effect of recurring prenatal experience with a

sound is an enhanced subsequent perceptual sensitivity to the

sound. In this study, it was not the spectra of musical notes, or the

tempo, rhythm, duration of the melody or its amplitude envelope

that was most salient, but rather, the arrangement of those aspects

over time, the descending melodic contour. The high amplitude

response to the contour implies that it left some kind of memory

trace.

One possibility is that the profound cardiac deceleration

represents a correlate, mediated by the autonomic nervous system,

of tuning of the auditory system. The increased sensitivity to

various characteristics of a complex sound repeatedly experienced

before birth, and observed in different psychobiological domains

(see introduction), could be explained by the same underlying

neuro-physiological adaptative mechanism. Since the seventies,

research with various species, birds and mammals, has revealed

specific perceptual and behavioral consequences of particular

hearing experiences during the early development of the auditory

system [e.g., 71–76]. Numerous physiological studies have shown

that experience can modify the neuro-functional organization of

the developing auditory system, and the coding properties of

different auditory structures. The relationships between repeated

auditory exposure to a sound and neurocellular modifications of

the auditory system is an active area of developmental research;

cellular and synaptic plasticity can occur with enhanced receptive

field selectivity and enhanced representations in the brainstem and

primary auditory cortex for specific features of the stimulus [see

77–78 for extended reviews]. Studies showing the effects of

repeated exposure to specific sounds and/or temporal variations of

simple and complex sounds are clearly relevant to the prenatal

human learning studies. For example, in the rat, cortical

representation of a tone near threshold can be expanded by

repeated mere exposure to the tone [79]; exposure to music

enhances auditory detection, sound duration discrimination and

alters NR2B protein expression in the auditory cortex [80], and

frequency-modulated sweeps increases the number of cortical

neurons selective for the rate and frequency direction of the sweep

[81].

Perceptual tuning of the auditory system can function as a

‘‘physiological memory, [which] is an enduring neuronal change

sufficiently specific to represent learned information’’ [82, p.226].

In humans, tuning could also explain the long-term effect of early

auditory experiences, and how, in our study, stimulus specificity

persisted in the face of subsequent advances in experience-

dependent perceptual development. Our proposal is also consis-

tent with the data described in the Introduction indicating or

suggesting that exposure effects can occur very early and can be

independent of fetal age after 30 weeks GA [34,43,52].

Because there is no, or little attenuation of the mother’s voice,

speech and language inside the amniotic fluid (see Introduction),

many of their regular, non-random, spectral and temporal

characteristics are present. It can be estimated that during the

same three weeks of exposure to our descending melody, fetuses

were also exposed to about 46105 words spoken by their mother,

most of them occurring in normal conversational utterances

averaging about 10 words in length [83–84]. Maternal vocaliza-

tions alone expose the fetal auditory system to an array of speech

variations in spectra and amplitude similar to those the newborn

will later encounter out of the womb. Interestingly, a simple neural

network can acquire the capacity to distinguish English stop

consonants spoken by anyone, after mere exposure to exemplars

from one speaker that were altered to have the characteristics of

speech in utero [85]. Furthermore, statistical learning has been

demonstrated in the newborn [86]. One can infer that prenatal

exposure to maternal speech increases the perceptual salience of

the features of an individual mother’s voice, speech and language

and also to those features that characterize human speech, per se.

The idea that auditory tuning during the fetal period may

contribute to the development of auditory processing of speech

and language and explain the newborn’s remarkable discrimina-

tion capacities is not new [e.g., 78, 87, 88]. Temporal variations,

such as the rhythmic properties of speech and language, are

considered to play a major role in the development of speech and

language perception during infancy [89]. Our results provide the

first direct evidence that melodic contours can be processed before

birth and remembered for at least several weeks after birth. They

are consistent with recent data showing that the contour

characteristics of newborns’ crying paralleled the main intonation

patterns of their maternal language [90].

The potential capacity of physiological tuning to explain a

variety of early auditory perceptual phenomena has an almost

exact analog in the domain of prenatal chemosensory functional

development, perception and memory in animals [e.g., 91–92]
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and humans [e.g., 93–94]. Individual infant’s specific odor

preferences and the often noted human newborn’s ‘‘bias’’ toward

the odor of human breast milk can ‘‘be based on odor information

each infant has acquired while in [their own] amniotic fluid’’ [94,

p. 167].

More generally, the memory traces of the fetus’ auditory

environment in which early maturation of the auditory system

occurs can result in the infants’ differential responding to specific

stimuli. Infants’ prenatal auditory experiences can result in either a

lack of responsiveness to a postnatal auditory stimulus or, on the

contrary, an enhancement of orienting and attention to the

stimulus. Physiological memories, i.e., sensory tuning, can bridge

the temporal and conceptual gaps in our psycho-biological

understanding of the early development of attention, perception,

discrimination and recognition of complex sounds before and after

birth.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
One hundred and twenty five volunteer pregnant mothers with

healthy uncomplicated singleton pregnancies participated in the

study. They were recruited during prenatal information sessions at

Port-Royal Maternity – CHU Cochin-Saint Vincent de Paul

University Hospital, Paris. They were briefed about the research

and gave informed written consent to participate.

Experimental Group. The Experimental Group consisted of

76 infants whose mothers volunteered to listen to a recorded

melody each day for three weeks, from the beginning of 35 weeks

GA to the beginning of 38 weeks GA, according to instructions.

Eighteen infants were not tested because their mothers could not

completely follow the prenatal familiarization instructions, or were

unable to come to the laboratory at the appointed time. Seventeen

infants did not complete testing because they had not entered quiet

sleep [95] within the two-three hours allotted (n = 16) or their HR

pattern was sinusoidal during the Prestimulus Period (n = 1). Data

from sixteen others were rejected after testing because they had

many fewer than 35 familiarization sessions (n = 11), their HR

signal was lost for more than 2 s (n = 2) or experimenter error

occurred (n = 3). The final Experimental Group consisted of 25

infants (13 boys and 12 girls): Twelve of them were tested with the

Control Melody (6 girls and 6 boys) and 13 with the Experimental

Melody (6 girls and 7 boys).

Control Group. The Control Group consisted of 49 infants

with no prenatal exposure to the melody. Nineteen infants did not

complete testing because they had not entered quiet sleep within

two-three hours (n = 15) or their HR pattern was sinusoidal during

the Prestimulus Period (n = 4). Data from five others were rejected

because the HR signal was lost for more than 2 s (n = 2) or

experimenter error occurred (n = 3). The final Control Group

consisted of 25 infants (15 boys and 10 girls): Ten were tested with

the Control Melody (3 girls and 7 boys) and 15 with the

Experimental Melody (7 girls and 8 boys).

All infants in the final samples were born at term, 39–41 weeks

GA, with weights appropriate for gestational age and healthy. At the

time of postnatal testing, the Experimental and Control Groups did

not differ in GA, respectively, Mean = 44 weeks, SD = 2.2 days vs.

Mean = 44 weeks, SD = 1.76 days, t (48) = 0.64, p = .52, or in

Postnatal Age, respectively, Mean = 30.44 days, SD = 6.36 vs.

Mean = 31.48 days, SD = 6.74), t (48) = 0.56, p = .58.

Sound Stimuli
Two melodies were composed for the study. They were played on

a piano, synthesized with MIDI software, stored on a PC and

normalized (Cool Edit Pro software). The melodies have been

previously tested in our lab. They reliably elicited small HR

decelerations in 37–38 weeks GA fetuses during quiet sleep at the

sound pressure level that was used for the familiarization sessions

(S.Bassereau, MS thesis, 1998; A.Ribeiro, MS thesis, 2000). Each

melody lasted 3.6 s and had nine notes from the same two octave

bands, C4 and C5. The Experimental Melody had a descending

melodic contour, from G5 (784 Hz) to E4 (330 Hz) and the Control

Melody had an ascending melodic contour, from G4 (392 Hz) to B5

(988 Hz). Although the magnitude of pitch change from one note to

the next increased from the beginning to the end of each melody in

opposite directions, the octave-change ratios of successive notes

were identical, viz., 1/8, 1/8, 2/8, 1/8, 1/8, 2/8, 3/8 and 2/8.

Constructing inverse melodic contours while keeping their change

ratios the same allowed four of the nine notes to be identical but

required the other five notes to differ slightly between the melodies.

The total ‘‘on’’ time of the melodies was the same and the series of

consecutive eighth notes and quarter notes were identical, giving the

melodies the same tempo, rhythm, and thus, almost identical

amplitude envelopes. In sum, the piano melodies had similar

spectra, almost identical amplitude envelopes but precisely inverse

melodic contours (Figure 2A and 2B). A ‘‘Stimulation Sequence’’

was defined as four repetitions of the 3.6 s melody each separated

with 200 ms of silence, thus lasting 15 s.

Prenatal familiarization stimulus. A copy of the prenatal

stimulus familiarization tape recording was given to the mother. It

began with 5 min of recorded silence, followed by a 115 s sound

period and ended with another 5 min of recorded silence. The

sound period consisted of 6 Stimulation Sequences of the

Experimental Melody, each separated by 5 s of silence. The

SPL (re: 20 mPa) of the sequences gradually increased so as not to

startle the mother. The first sequence was emitted at 6062 dB Leq

(62 dB peak level), the second sequence at 7062 dB Leq (72 dB

peak level) and the four following sequences at 8062 dB Leq

(82 dB peak level). The maximum SPL of the Experimental

Melody, i.e., 80 dB Leq, is conservatively estimated to be 55–

60 dB in utero (see Introduction). The order of events within a

session, the 5 min silent periods before and after the stimulation

period was contrived to isolate or differentiate the environmental

characteristics surrounding the fetus’s experience with the

experimental melody, from environmental characteristics

surrounding the day-to-day auditory experiences they have

during the three weeks.

Each mother was given the same audio equipment to use at

home, a Sony tape player and two small loudspeakers with an

integrated amplifier (SP 681: 12.5 cm69 cm64 cm). The volume

controls of the tape player and speakers were calibrated in the

laboratory by measuring SPL with a sound level meter (ACLAN-

SDH80) placed 5 cm from a mother’s abdomen when the

loudspeakers were placed at 50 cm from each side of her

abdomen. The volume controls were locked and could not be

changed by the mothers. The materials were retrieved at the end

of the three weeks familiarization period.

Postnatal testing stimulus. During postnatal testing, the

15 s Stimulation Sequence of the Experimental and Control

melodies was delivered at 6062 dB Leq, 62 dB peak level,

measured with the sound level meter placed where the infants’

head would be inside the testing chamber (see procedure).

Background noise inside the chamber was 4562 dB SPL. Sound

pressure level of the testing stimulus was checked before each test.

Procedure
Prenatal familiarization sessions. The Experimental

subjects were exposed to the Experimental Melody in the
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mother’s home during the 35th, 36th, and 37th weeks of gestation.

Two familiarization sessions occurred each day with a minimum

of 5 hours delay between sessions. Mothers were asked to be

comfortably seated or lying in a silent room between the two

loudspeakers, placed at about 50 cm from their abdomen, to relax

and not to make any noise, speak or touch their abdomen. They

were allowed to read silently. Each exposure session ran

automatically for 12 minutes when the mother started the tape

player. If the session was interrupted for any reason the mothers

were told to stop the familiarization session and start it again at

least 5 minutes later. After each session they filled out a log

describing the conditions and time of the session, how they felt

physically, how much they felt their fetus move and what they did

during the hour before the session.

In principle, over 21 days of exposure a fetus would experience

1008 repetitions of the 3.6 s Experimental Melody (42 sessions624

occurrences/session). If only the loudest Stimulation Sequences, at

80 dB SPL, are considered, i.e., the ones most likely to be heard by

a fetus, there would be 672 repetitions of the Experimental Melody

(42 sessions616 occurrences/session). In fact, the mean number of

exposure sessions that occurred in the final Experimental Group

was 39.24, SD = 2.05 (range = 35–42 sessions), for a mean of 942

total presentations of the 3.6 s Experimental Melody, among them

628 presentations at 80 dB SPL. The mean retention interval,

mean time between the last prenatal familiarization session and

postnatal testing, was 44 days (6 weeks and 2 days), SD = 2.62,

range = 41–50 days.

Postnatal testing. The mothers entered the laboratory that

was quiet and dimly lighted, so as to not wake up sleeping infants

and to facilitate the onset of sleep in infants who were awake. They

were reminded of the details of the testing procedure and could ask

questions. The transducer (7.3 cm in diameter) of a Doppler

cardiotocograph (Hewlett-Packard M1351A), connected to a PC

computer, was placed on the infant’s chest and held in place by a

stretched cloth belt. Room-temperature almond oil was used as a

contact product for the transducer instead of regular gel whose

chilling effect could startle or wake the infants. If the infant was

awake, we relied on the mother’s judgment about the best way to

put her infant to sleep (all infants stayed in their mother’s arms,

some were breastfed or had a pacifier). When asleep, the infant

was seated in a semi-reclined position in an infant chair that was

placed inside a sound attenuating chamber (62 cm high657 cm

Figure 2. Spectrogram (top), envelope (middle) and score (bottom) of the Control Ascending Melody (A) and the Experimental
Descending Melody (B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017304.g002
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wide664 cm long) with the infant’s head facing the opening in the

front (58 cm high653 cm wide) to allow observation by the

experimenters. A piece of cloth that retained the infant’s or

mother’s odor, e.g., a sheet, blanket or a piece of clothing, was

placed alongside the infant’s head and neck. Inside the chamber

two small loudspeakers like the ones used for the prenatal

familiarization sessions were located on each side of the infant’s

head, 20 cm from each ear.

Testing started when two experimenters agreed that the infant

had been in quiet sleep for 5 consecutive minutes, with a stable low

variability HR (SD#3 bpm), regular slow breathing movements,

eyelids closed with no REM, no body movements and no muscle

tone [95]. A low moment to moment variability baseline HR

allows more reliable detection of low magnitude stimulus-elicited

cardiac responses than do the highly variable HRs of active sleep

or wakefulness. Then, one ‘‘Stimulation Sequence’’ of either the

Experimental Melody or the Control Melody was delivered at

60 dB SPL.

Infant HR was recorded continuously during the 5 min before

stimulation, during stimulation and the 5 min after stimulation, to

see whether behavioral state changed. Two experimenters

monitored the continuous analog HR tracing in beats per minute

(bpm) that appeared on the PC screen, along with a display of its

mean and standard deviation that was updated every 30 s, and on

the paper printout of the cardiotocograph (paper speed = 2 cm/

m). A proprietary software program (C. Kervella & R. Humbert)

controlled stimulus presentations and sampled the analog cardiac

signal at a rate of 10 times/second, digitized and stored each value

online.

After the test session, all mothers answered a questionnaire

regarding the infant’s health and development and to verify that

the daily acoustic characteristics of their home had nothing in

particular that could potentially affect the infants’ reactions to the

test stimuli (e.g., regular unusually high noise levels in the home, or

family members listening to or practicing the piano daily).

Data analysis. Three experienced observers (C.G-D., A-Y.J.,

S.B. or A.R.) examined each cardiac paper tracing to verify that

the infant’s HR pattern corresponded to a quiet sleep pattern

5 min before, during and 5 min after stimulation. The subject was

retained only if the three observers agreed. The raw digital HR

values were checked for missing or erroneous values, which were

corrected by linear interpolation. Next, we checked whether

stimulus-elicited cardiac responses occurred during the 15 s

Stimulation Period. For each subject, the 150 (10/s) digital HR

values of the 15 s Prestimulus Period (15 s preceding stimulus

onset) were converted to z-scores: Our criterion for a response was

that the subject’s HR during the 15 s Stimulation Period increased

by at least 3 SD (z$+3) for a cardiac acceleration, or decreased by

at least 3 SD (z#23) for a cardiac deceleration, from the

Prestimulus Period, and remained at that level for at least two

consecutive seconds. The 300 digital HR data were also analyzed

with parametric (mixed ANOVAs) and non parametric (Chi-

Square and Mann-Whitney U test) statistics with Statistica 8

software.
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